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WMU President John M. Dunn
Boston ACUPCC Climate Leadership Summit
Oct. 2, 2014
Background
Community and Regional Partnerships: The Role of the President as Civic
Leader | Studio 3
When presidents build community and regional partnerships, they step into
the public limelight in ways that may stimulate controversy and sometimes
even moral or ethical dilemmas. Their roles are not only to be “educators
in chief” but also community leaders of climate leadership initiatives,
sustainability programs, and climate resilience projects that involve
multiple stakeholders. How can the president leverage these multiple roles
to promote sustainability?
Presenters: John Dunn, President, Western Michigan University;
Paul Fonteyn, President, Green Mountain College
Facilitator: Divina Grossman, Chancellor, University of Massachusetts,
Dartmouth

• Good Morning. Thank you for taking an interest in this topic that,
depending on your home community, can be among the most important and
difficult roles you play as a leader.
• Early in my presidency at Western Michigan University, I attended a
faculty presentation on climate change featuring knowledgeable faculty
from the sciences, the humanities, and political science. The content was
compelling the presentations were solid and they had people thinking
clearly about the issues. They closed the event by telling those attending
who to vote for in an upcoming election and the battle was lost. The
political capital they had built by sharing their expertise in a straightforward
way was lost--wasted and not sustainable. What began as information
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sharing--what we do best--became prescriptive in a way that confirmed the
stereotypes some in the audience brought with them.
• I think there's a lesson in there and it comes down to viewing sustainability
in the very broadest sense of the term. The idea of avoiding waste of any
kind is an appealing message that we can internalize and one that we can
use to help move the discussion on climate forward.
• On my campus, we try to talk about sustainability in a way that gets people
viewing the broader context of protecting our resources and using them in a
way that means they're still there to benefit a new generation.
-We talk, for instance, about sustaining and nurturing the human
element and ensuring success. Why would you want to "waste" our human
capital?
- We've recently been engaged in a communitywide
conversation/controversy about preserving buildings-our campus birthplace.
Tough decisions about what and how to preserve and sustain.
• Many involved in those conversations may not initially see these
applications from the climate perspective, but eventually the notion of
preserving and protecting resources permeates the community climate and
allows factual material to have more power/appeal.
• We're all involved in communicating complexities and nuance in a very
political environment. People are watching not just what you do, but how
you do it.
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• My advice is always to make a commitment, but only if you are prepared
to follow through on that commitment. You have to ask the right questions
before you sign up. The critical question is "Can we do this?"
• Anecdote about initial decision to sign onto the ACUPCC--hesitation
raised questions about commitment, but that hesitation and the time to
answer the important questions were critical to our success in sustainability.
We had to deliver and we weren't going to make that important commitment
and fail.
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